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About This Content

Bottom Power Pack is a complete all-you-need bottom tackle set with FOUR awesome rod’n’reel combos, a full selection of all
the terminal tackle, feeder baits, chum, attractants and other bottom fishing equipment along with 7-DAY Pond Passes and

Advanced Licenses for the top-5 bottom fishing destinations in Europe!

Bottom Power Pack includes:
* 40 000 CREDITS
* 20 BAITCOINS

* 7-DAY PREMIUM
* 5 Marker Buoys

* 2 Big Storage Boxes (100 Slots)
* 5 Tackle Setups
* 5 Recipe Slots

RODS ‘N REELS
Rods:

* UL-CHUBER™ Laker Pro 370 SE - Length: 12' 2" (3.7 m); Casting Test: 5/7 – 2 ½ Oz. (20–70 g); Power: Medium; Line
Weight: 4.5–13 Lb. (2–6 kg); Action: Mod Fast; Quiver Tips: 1 Oz., 1 ½ Oz., 2 Oz.

* UL-CHUBER™ Big Alli 420 SE - Length: 13' 10" (4.2 m); Casting Test: 3 1/28 – 6 1/4 Oz. (85–175 g); Power: X Heavy;
Line Weight: 6.5–18.5 Lb. (3–8.5 kg); Action: Fast; Quiver Tips: 3 Oz., 4 Oz., 5 Oz.

* UL-CHUBER™ Cat Boxer 260 SE - Length: 8' 6" (2.6 m); Casting Weight: 5 5/8 - 7 3/4 oz (150–200 g); Power: X Heavy;
Line Weight: 15.4 – 47.4 lb (7–21.5 kg); Action: Moderate
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* UL-CHUBER™ Heavy Chaser 300 SE - Length: 9' 10" (3.0 m); Casting Weight: 6 – 8 4/5 oz (170–250 g); Power: X Heavy;
Line Weight: 22– 56.2 lb (10–25.5 kg); Action: Moderate

Reels:
* UL-CHUBER™ Breamer 4500 SE - Ratio: 5.5:1; Recovery: 36.5"" (93 cm); Capacity: mono 20/110 (0.4/110), braid 30/145

(0.28/145); Max Drag: 13 Lb. (5.9 kg); Drag: front
* UL-CHUBER™ Big River 6000 SE - Ratio: 6.0:1; Recovery: 47"" (120 cm); Capacity: mono 32/120 (0.5/120), braid 30/205

(0.28/205); Max Drag: 18 Lb. (8.15 kg); Drag: front
* UL-CHUBER™ Mega Tank 7000 SE - Ratio: 5.1:1; Recovery: 42.5" (108 cm); Capacity: mono 37/120 (0.6/120), braid

36/215 (0.3/215); Max Drag: 34 Lb. (15.4 kg); Drag: front
* UL-CHUBER™ Ambusher 9000 SE - Ratio: 5.0:1; Recovery: 35.4" (90 cm); Capacity: mono 32/180 (0.5/180), braid

30/320(0.28/320); Max Drag: 49.6 Lb (22.5 kg); Drag: front

TERMINAL TACKLE
* Lines - Length 1000 yd (1000 m):

Mono 0.3 mm (.012") - Test: 5.4 kg (12 Lb.)
Mono 0.35 mm (.014") - Test: 7.2 kg (16 Lb.)
Mono 0.5 mm (.02") - Test: 14.5 kg (32 Lb.)

Mono 0.55 mm (.022") - Test: 17.4 kg (38.5 Lb.)
Fluoro 0.6 mm (.024") - Test: 18.1 kg (40 Lb.)
Fluoro 0.65 mm (.025") - Test: 20 kg (44 Lb.)
Braid 0.2 mm (.008") - Test: 4.5 kg (10 Lb.)

Braid 0.22 mm (.0085") - Test: 7.7 kg (17 Lb.)
Braid 0.28 mm (.011") - Test: 13.6 kg (30 Lb.)

Braid 0.30 mm (.012") - Test: 18.7 kg (41.2 Lb.)
* Mono Leaders - Length: 2 yd (2 m):
0.16 mm (0.006")- Test: 3.15 kg (7 lb)
0.18 mm (0.007")- Test: 3.8 kg (8.3 lb)
0.2 mm (0.008")- Test: 4.4 kg (9.7 lb)
0.22 mm (0.0085")- Test: 5 kg (11 lb)

0.25 mm (0.010")- Test: 6.5 kg (14.3 lb)
0.3 mm (.012") - Test: 9 kg (19.8 lb)

0.35 mm (.014") - Test: 12.5 kg (27.5 lb)
0.4 mm (.016") - Test: 15 kg (33 lb)

0.45 mm (.018") - Test: 17 kg (37.4 lb)
0.5 mm (.02") - Test: 19.5 kg (43 lb)

* Hooks: #16; #14; #12; #10; #8; #6; #4; #2; #1; #1/0; #2/0; #4/0; #7/0
* Sinkers: 50 g; 75 g; 100 g; 125 g; 150 g; 175g ; 200 g; 225 g

* Open Feeders: 60 g; 100 g (x2); 115 g (x2); 130 g; 145 g
* Closed Feeders: 80 g; 100 g; 120 g (x2); 140 g; 160 g; 180 g; 200 g

* Simple Bells: 3
* Baits: Red Worms, Bread with Honey, Maggots, Caster Maggots, Bloodworms, Wax Worms, Marshmallows, Yellow Maggots,
Red Maggots, Duck Mussel Meat, Medium Cutbait, Mole Cricket Larva, Night Crawlers, Sweet Corn, Sweet Peas, Vegetables,

Technoplankton, Pea dough, Centipedes, Cockchafer, Frog, Crawfish, Large Minnows, Large Cutbait
* Groundbaits: Crimson Cold Water Golden; Active Feeder Golden; Black Roacher Golden; Universal Mixture Golden; Grand

Fish Feeder Golden, Big Riverine Breamer Golden, Carp Rival Golden, Catfish Destroyer Golden
* Aromas: Molasses Caramelized Golden; Sweet Crucian Golden; Spicy Roach Golden; Spicy Worms Golden; BigBream Spicy

Golden; CSL (Corn Steep Liquor) Golden
* Particles: Oilcake-Pea Golden, Hemp-Corn Golden, Pastoncino mix Golden

EQUIPMENT
* GarryScott™ FishCastle L Plus - Max Single Fish Weight: 165 Lb. (75kg); Total Fish Weight: 440 Lb. (200kg)

* RodPod Trio™ Rod Stand - Rod Slot: 3
* Flaggmann™ Four & One Rod Case - Rods: 4

* UL-CHUBER™ Lure Box ChumChest Lux - Tackles: 90; Lines: 7; Chum Components: 20
* Flaggmann™ Waist Coat Outlander Pro Vest - Tackles: 40
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POND PASSES (7 days):
* Lesní Víla Fishery (Czech)

* Ghent–Terneuzen Canal (Netherlands)
* Tiber River (Italy)

* Sander Baggersee Lake (Germany)
* Akhtuba River (Russia)

FISHING LICENSES (7 days):
* Advanced Czech License

* Advanced Netherlands License
* Advanced Italy License

* Advanced Germany License
* Advanced Russia License
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Title: Fishing Planet: Bottom Power Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Fishing Planet LLC
Release Date: 27 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: OS Version - Windows 7, 8, 10 x64

Processor: Dual-Core 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Card Intel HD4600 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 12 GB available space

Additional Notes: External mouse or compatible Xbox controller required

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Ukrainian,Dutch,Simplified Chinese
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Not exactly a high-quality VR shooter but a unique one that i really enjoyed.

Game has 11 missions that take about 10-20 mins to complete each where you are dropped into a large open map where you
must use your tablet as a map to find certain mission objects like keys or folders and bring that item to the end point (Usually
the place you started) to complete the mission. The items you need to collect have RNG and will spawn in different possible
areas so the missions are never the same each time.

The AI is pretty basic with enemies having what feels like a cone-based field of view that tightens the longer your in front of
them. The longer they are looking at you or the closer you are the more accurate the enemies are and you will die within 2 shots
without using bandages. The AI is not very smart as I learned that the riot shield is the best weapon as the AI can\u2019t kill you
if you back into a corner and let them walk up to you.

There are about 7 or so primary weapons plus a shield and then suppressed versions of those weapons (same goes for handguns).
All guns in the game sadly feel very similar especially from the reused audio. If the guns are unique in some manner its not
really something I noticed as they all seem to take the same amount of shots to kill and take all the same attachments.

Game could do with some quality of life improvements like rumble on the controllers when hovering over pickable items, AI
animations and AI outfits but for the games price not eactly a surprise.

Overall this is a game I really enjoyed for its price and hope that it gets more updates or even a sequel. Im not sure if the games
developer is a team or just one person but they are definitely on my radar now for this little gem of a game that I will be playing
more often. There are not many single-player VR shooters out and this scratches an itch i've had for a while. If the games on
sale buy it and you most likely won\u2019t regret your purchase.. This game is meant to punish you no matter what its fun but
really hard so be prepared. This car and track are great but you never get to use them during the single player campaign. With
that in mind I can't bring myself to recommend this DLC.. ez idling achievements. Love the idea of this game, but it has a lot of
problems that even a pre-alpha version shouldnt have. The games code dosent insert the color of eyes, gender, or any details of
people you interogate, which nobody seems to have found yet. Also the grammar is god awful. I would most defiently
recommend that you wait until this game is fully realesed before you give it a go. (Really it shouldnt even be on Steam at all...).
Flat Path is a very simple puzzle game with intuitive controls. Of course, just because it's simple doesn't mean it's easy; ever since
I figured out how to solve regular sliding puzzles when I was a kid (and impressing what few friends I had in the process), a small
part of me has always been seeking a decent sliding-puzzle challenge. Flat Path definitely qualifies as a sliding-puzzle challenge,
and it does not disappoint.

The object of the game is simple; slide the pieces until a complete path is made from the colored node to the uncolored node(s). The
catch is that you only have a limited number of moves to do so, and from my experiences, it's always the exact number of moves
required. Fortunately, you get unlimited attempts and restarts on each level.

The soundtrack and sound effects have volume sliders in case you want to dampen or mute the sound of the clicking of the tiles or
the unintrusive BGM. A lot of times, puzzles are easier to solve if you're listening to your own music, or nothing at all, so that option
is available should you choose to use it.

In conclusion, Flat Path only has one thing to offer, but it offers it in spades; a vast plethora of sliding puzzles that get increasingly
difficult with each level. I would recommend it if you want a nice and low-priced puzzle game (or a timekilling casual game).
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I bought the game last week, game wasn't properly published (thus unplayable) until I had a chat with Steam Support. That said,
here's the review after the game became playable.

The Return Home is a game about a rabbit thrown out of its home by lizards for an inexplicable reason and now the rabbit's
after revenge.

From the time I've spent playing the game, I'd say you can beat this game in about 20 minutes or less. The first half of the game
is you just running around on a fetch quest, the second half is a sketchy FPS against the shoddy AI lizards you spent the first
half running away from, after which the game just ends out of the blue.

The graphics are okay and it's always neat to see some cel-shading. However, several problems arise with broken lighting and
other visual effects, causing significant performance lag, especially on the second half of the game.

The in-game music is mostly just a semi-repetitive beat akin to certain tracks from the Serious Sam games. The cutscene music
is excessively loud in comparison. You can't skip the cutscenes and the options only become available after entering the game
itself.

In short, despite its low price tag, the game is not currently in a state you'd get much bang for your buck. It'd probably last you
longer than a candy bar, but the aftertaste isn't as pleasant. Don't get it.

Also, what's up with that completely empty "About" button in the main menu?. This game is simply too thin on thin on the
ground. While the story promises to go in a number of interesting directions with the Player choosing between multiple
allegiances there is little in the way of payoff. This is because of the short length of the game which clocks in at 150,000 words
compared to other Choice of Games titles, some of which are close to half a million words long. Choice of the Ninja also has no
save system meaning that if you die late in the game, as I did, you have to start from the very beginning. Even the rating and
companion systems in this game are shallow compared to other CoG titles. I bought this game during a sale but still don't think it
is worthwhile.
. This was one of the first games i ever got on steam, when i was 9 i would play this game with my bipolar\/ autistic brother. I
would be the worm guy and he would always be the big magma dude. Back then he was happy, or at least happyer than he is rn.
Jessus, the nostalga. This game gave me so many memories.. Fun game, well done for an indie game. Good graphics and sound,
fun to play and quite challenging.Those llamas are driving me craaazy. Ok well. I had high hopes for this one. Put in just under
4 hours before getting frustrated. This product suffers from a serious case of "Unfinished" feel. So many issues with a game that
has such enormous potential, but seems to have been rushed to release. I cleared my runway of arrivals and departs only for the
camera to be stuck on the last depart until another aircraft checked in. In the mean time, I'm staring at empty sky watching a jet
leave my view with absolutely no way to change the camera focus to something else at the airport or terminals. A free camera
mode seems to be mandatory, but totally absent from the game. There also seems to be a total lack of a manual available here on
steam, or even at the web site link.

While I can command the aircraft to change direction to avoid a mid air collision, there is no click menu option to change the
altitude of an aircraft in flight, nor to assign one at take off. Flight strips also seem to be incomplete. While I'm use to the
aircraft strips in Global ATC, this seems to make the Tower 3D version to be lacking useful information.

The game can have a lot of down time where you wait for something to happen. It would be nice to be able to change density of
the traffic.

Sound effects of engines speed up and shut down are seriously cheesy. Even engine sounds in Airport Madness 3D are better.
The computer voice acknowledgments of commands or check ins are also not polished. Traffic commands are not repeated or
excepted in industry standard format, so just don't quite make it believable.

Sure seems like an early access game, not a polished simulation. For $29.99 with the future of pay to play DLC, and the
additional cost for the PRO version, I can not recommend it. Maybe when\/if it becomes polished or at least having the feeling
of being complete.

EDIT - 6-15-2016 - Ok, I now have about 21 hours in this game. There are graphic bugs with planes parking in terminals,
spinning 360 degrees over and over to finally stop in odd and unparked positions. Planes commanded to line up and wait, will
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spin 360 degrees in under 1 second as it turns onto the runway. If you fast forward time to get through a boring night, could find
a bug where traffic just doesn't happen. I waited almost 12 "control hours" at one point waiting for new traffic to finally end up
quitting the game.

I have a better grip on the "undocumented functions" of the game, still no manual available that I can find. The camera button
will stop the annoying camera change focus. That's good. Again, I love this kind of game, but still see this one as not complete
or rushed. Again, for $29 very over priced.

EDIT \u2013 7-18-2016 \u2013 I now have more then 40 hours of game play in. The new patch finally released on the steam
version has many of my gripes patched, but this should have been a while ago. Much more playable, but silly little bugs still
exist. For example, occasionally when an aircraft turns on to the runway for takeoff, they make a 360 degree spin in under a
second. Aircraft sound is still cheesy, I suspect that won't change. I'm not really sure what my expectations are of this game.
After all, it is a game. But, if Dovetail follows their typical pattern, you will spend a ton of money on DLC, and see perpetual
annoying bugs which will never be resolved.. This game isn't exactly anything new it feels like it wants to be like Sonic but
without the effort of what makes a Sonic game. The gameplay is complete\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and that's putting
it lightly. You often find yourself trying to control your own character and with the controls it seems to become impossible.
There is "Traps" all over and if you hit just once you need to restart the level no matter how far you made it, when you collect
rubies you need enough to beat the level and when you have any amount of rubies you lose all of them from a single hit
whatever number you are at you can be at 50 and get hit once and then have zero and have to try and grab the ones jumping
around. It's complete \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t especially when there are little annoying traps all over
the level's. The game has about 3 songs in it and the sound of the springs, jumping, getting hurt etc inside the game felt like they
just made some noises without any thought and put it where it seemed fit. The game has a ton of bugs I often find myself having
to restart because I couldn't stop going forward and often fell off the level which made me want to stop playing but I completed
the game it took just under 3 hours of struggling from horrible gameplay and really bad sound design. there is a lot of bad going
on here and I recommend people not to buying this game unless you want regret spending even a dollar. I give this game a 1.5
out of 10 "horrible but could be worst." also you can't take your time and try to beat it smartly because you'll run out of time and
have to restart the level.. This game is hard and plzz add multi player
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